WITHOUT BUFFER STRIP

ADA STANDARD
RAMP ACCESS
(SEE DETAIL NO. 2-11,
NO. 2-12 OR NO. 2-15,
FOR APPlicable STD.)

20' RADIUS

SEE DETAIL NO. 2-1

VARIES

20' RADIUS

ADA STANDARD
RAMP ACCESS
(SEE DETAIL NO. 2-11,
NO. 2-12 OR NO. 2-15,
FOR APPlicable STD.)

WITH BUFFER STRIP

#4 REBAR WITHIN
CONCRETE APRON

SEE VALLEY GUTTER
DETAIL (NO. 2-4)

VARIES

SEE DETAIL NO. 2-1

20' RADIUS

SEE VALLEY GUTTER
DETAIL (NO. 2-4)

NOTES:
1. EXPANSION MATERIAL REQUIRED
   AT BOTH ENDS OF APPROACH
   WHEN CURB AND GUTTER CONTINUES.
2. PAINTED DIRECTIONAL ARROWS
   AS REQUIRED.

TOP OF CURB ELEVATION MUST BE 6" HIGHER THAN TOP OF CURB AT STREET

2' TAPER

2" ASPHALT & 6" COMPACTED GRAVEL
BASE; OTHER SURFACE WHEN APPROVED
BY THE CITY ENGINEER.

SECTION A
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TYPICAL TWO-WAY
ARTERIAL STREET
DRIVEWAY APPROACH
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